
Tomography and Retrenchment of Hollow Oaks 
 

1.  Quercus falcata southern red oak over house 

 

 
Fig. 1  Above colored  diagram faces North.         Fig. 2 Below image faces South. 

 



 
Fig. 3 Looking East.  To the right is a large Liriodendron tulipifera.  The original assignment or 

objective was established:  “Consultation/Diagnosis/Report on condition of old oak, with 

treatment options and prognosis.”  We observed “Strength loss due to decay is significant.  No 

signs of failure—cracks, subsidence, trunk movement, mushrooms, insect attack—are evident.” 

Conclusion:  “Pruning to reduce sprawl will reduce the risk to a reasonable level.”  



 

2.  Quercus alba white oak over house, leaning toward road 

 

Fig. 4 Above, Sensor #1 facing North  
 

 
Fig. 5, Fruiting body at 7 (nibbled by suspected raccoons) of root-and-base decaying fungus 

Bodnarziewia berkeleyii on white oak.  There are also occasional fruiting bodies between 9 and 

10.  One black lesion observed around 1, indicating wood dysfunction is spreading straight back.   

All of the buttress roots show signs of adaptive growth, and sounding tests do not indicate a wide 

cavity.  Tomography over the last 3 years shows little difference in wood strength, while the load 

has been reduced substantially. The safety of their home and the public is paramount in the 

owners’ minds.  They find the risk associated with this tree to be tolerably low.  



 
Fig. 6 Facing Northwest, root collar is exposed after excavating fill dirt with 
construction debris—bricks and 2X4’s and less identifiable material. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7 Root surrounded by fungus is alive and providing support. 



 

 

 

Fig. 8, facing east, the whole tree leans less after 2 reduction prunings 



 

 

Fig. 9 Facing South, and down, toward powerlines and roadway. 

Unlike the red oak, the pruning done on this white is barely noticeable 
to most observers in winter.  The lean was less severe, so the reduction 
was lighter and more gradual.  A few cuts have been made in the center 
of the crown, in an effort to trigger interior growth further down the 
central leaders.   

The pruning specified on the Great Falls white oaks was based on  
experience with this and other white oaks. 

 

 

 

 



3. Hollow Maclura over US 58 (not tomographed) 

        
 

 

 

Fig. 11 Dark-colored portion appears to be damaged, but the lighter-colored tissue to the right 

appears to be newly-formed wood grown in response to the damage.  Strength is lost in one 

location, gained in another. 

Fig. 10 In 2009 contractors used an 

aerial lift to remove large branches 

over Main Street.  Pruning cuts were 

made to the branch collars, 

minimizing decay and speeding 

closure of the wounds.  Over a ton 

of wood was taken out, and a lot of 

the “lever arm” in those limbs that 

once sprawled over the road.   

Step #1 in the preservation process, 

proper pruning improved stability.  

  

June 24, 2010,  after 70 mph winds, 

the tree showed no signs of change 

from its pre-storm condition.  

 



 

Fig. 12 The Stihl Tour des Trees is a bicycle ride during the week preceding the annual 

conference of the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA).  The Tour raises money for the 

Tree Fund’s scientific research on tree management.  Over 60 riders parked their bicycles on 

Main Street in Kewanee long enough to visit the tree.  Some put on saddles and ascended, 

including the ISA Executive Director.   

 



  

Fig. 13 A team remained to clean and reduce another 30% of the tree’s crown.  Combined with 

the January pruning, well over half of this tree has been removed this year. Regrowth in 2011 

and 2012 was favorable for a good prognosis. 

 



 

Fig. 14 Example of retained tree tomographed (with a different instrument) and felled 

 

 

 



4.  Live oak tree leaning toward Daytona Beach City Hall, and US Hwy 1 (as described in Cabling 

and Consulting).  Live oak, Quercus virginiana, is even denser than white oak, which may affect 

the runtimes and velocities of the stress waves—and the colors in the image.  

 

 

 

Tomographic Assessment:  Great Falls White Oaks 

Eastern Oak 

December 27-8, 2013 we assessed the trees with a tomograph.  Tomography involves the installation 

around the circumference of sensors, which measure the time it takes for stress waves to travel through 

the wood.  Generally speaking, the waves travel through solid wood faster than weaker wood.  

Tomography is limited by several factors, including the expertise of the operator.  The nails are driven 

1-2 cm into the wood, so the images do not illustrate the support provided by all of the tissue outside of 

the points of those nails.  Including the inner bark that is over 1” thick; 1” x 85“circumference = 85 

square inches of holding wood that is not accounted for in the image. 



 

 

The decay in the eastern oak appears to be concentrated in the center of the trunk.  Extrapolating the 

tomography data, it seems reasonable to conclude that any decay below ground is concentrated in the 

center of the roots.  European scientists have studied wood decay much more than North Americans.   

(Schwarze (2008, page 36): “Wood decay fungi often infect trees via damaged roots and subsequently 

colonize the dysfunctional wood in the roots and butt. In some cases such as Inonotus dryadeus in oak, 

decay only spreads slightly into the main stem. For this reason the size of the decay column markedly 

decreases as it tapers out from the butt to higher levels of the stem. If the decay column has a certain 

size, the decay fungus can colonize the sapwood and kill cambium and bark. At that stage the first 

external symptoms in the form of cracks within the bark develop)in the sinuses) between the buttress 

roots. This decay symptom will eventually appear in different regions between the buttress roots around 

the base of the trunk. As long as the buttress roots are intact and show no signs of weakened growth, the 

strength and stability of the tree is not impaired. 

From their own experience, (Reichartz and Schlag 1997) stress that “infected trees only pose a risk in 

the advanced stages of decay, and only when wood decay fungi damage all of the buttress roots. It 

depends on the total number of buttress roots and their conditions. A tree with nine sound but only one 

decayed buttress root will rarely pose a risk. In contrast, the same tree with only two sound and one 

Fig. 1 – 20” above grade, the outer shell is much thicker, The 
red (weakest) wood is centered in the non-functional 
heartwood, a common patern in most trees, oaks in 
particular. The weakest area is near sensor 5 and the signage 
area. 

Fig. 2 – 2’ above grade is as low as the instrument will go.  The 
green area confirms observations that the “shell” of holding 
wood is continuous around most of the base of the tree.  The 
thickness of this shell appears to be more than adequate to 
support the load imposed by the tree at its present size. 



severely decayed buttress roots will definitely pose a hazard. They conclude that the risk posed by an 

infected tree for people and property depends on the type and amount of compensation growth produced 

by the tree. If the tree response to damage was strong compensation growth by the buttress roots or by 

the formation of secondary roots, it is capable of compensating for a central decay column over a long 

time…”  Numerous secondary roots typically form on white oaks with trunk decay. 

 

Tomographic Assessment: Corner Oak 

The lower trunk and flare of the corner oak have no visible scavenging or invasive pests.  .  On the 

southeast side there is bark damage and signs of dysfunction.  The buttress roots are intact, and we saw 

and heard no signs of infection. The integrity of the roots extending parallel to and away from the road 

was consistent , according to sounding tests.    

Roots of the corner oak are exposed on the west side of the corner tree, adding to the perception of 

risk. Five feet of its 16’ circumference has exposed roots, some with cavities.  Some decay is visible 

inside some of the wound, and woundwood is growing around them all.  We scratched the bark on the 

most exposed roots, and saw living tissue in the vital cambium area. The largest of the cavities ends at 

18” deep, according to the ½” diameter probe.  As on the eastern tree, the strong orientation of large 

roots parallel to the road indicates an obstruction or wall that trained their growth for a long time.   

Rubble in the earth resembles the remains of a wall.  The smooth red clay surface of the soil near the 

tree and the packed silt against the curb indicates that the upper layers of soil have been eroded by 

traffic over time. Fine, “feeder” roots are growing out of this clay, but  dying when they are exposed to 

air.  This loss of root function limits the tree’s ability to defend itself against decay. 

The probe went in over three feet, and there were living roots several inches down.  The curb 

around this area is cracked and sunken.  There is a bush growing between the roots on the corner.   

 

 

 

Fig. 3 -  Surface roots are exposed and dying where tires run off the road. 



 

This image may at first glance indicate a serious lack of green, denser wood.  However, when compared 

with the first two trees described above, it appears to be in the same range as similar trees with similar 

targets at risk, which have been comfortably retained. 

 

These two comparable trees are solitary, while the branch growth and the root growth of the Corner 

Oak has been coordinated with the branch growth and the root growth of the Eastern Oak for its entire 

life.  They share the load, and protect each other.  When risk of tree failure is assessed, we must ask—

failure of which tree part, and in what direction?  As they stand today, the Great Falls Oaks have not 

shown any signs that any part is at more risk to fail in any direction than an average mature tree.  After 

they are reduced, that risk will go from low to very low.  Given their maturity, their response growth can 

be maintained with less pruning than the average tree requires—low dose, and low frequency. 


